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This tutorial explores using the LIKE operator within the WHERE clause of a SELECT statement to

search specific patterns of text in three parts:

1. Getting Started

2. The % Operator

3. The _ Operator

1. Getting Started

There are special operators that allow us to check if a value is in a range. The LIKE operator in a WHERE
clause allows you use wildcards to check if an attribute’s value matches a specific string pattern. There are
two different wildcards that can be used with the LIKE operator:

The percent sign (%) represents zero, one, or multiple characters or numbers.

The underscore (_) represents a single character or number.

These symbols can be used in combination with specific characters or numbers. If neither one of these signs

is used with a LIKE clause, the LIKE clause would simply work in the same way as an equal (=) operator. If just

a (%) is used in the LIKE clause, it would return all rows of data.

It is important to note that the string text is case sensitive with the content that is not in the wildcards, so the
matches will only display if the query entry is the same as what is in the table data.

If we have a string ‘abc’ in a table, the following search terms will return the associated results when
compared against 'abc':

‘abc’ would return true, as the string matches exactly.

‘a%’ would return true, as it looks for the letter ‘a’ and 0 or more characters displayed afterward.

‘_b_’ would return true, as it looks for one character, then the letter b and the one more character.

‘c’ would return false, as it is only looking at the letter c.

‘_b’ would return false, as it looks for one character and then the letter b.

‘%c’ would return true, as it looks for any number of characters and then the letter c at the end.

2. The % Operator
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As shown above, the % searches for zero, one, or more characters as a replacement. It is the most common
operator used in the LIKE clause. If we wanted to query our customer table and list all of the customers whose
name starts with the letter L, we would use the % wildcard after the letter L:

SELECT * 

FROM customer

WHERE first_name like 'L%';

If we wanted to list all of the customers who have their email in the domain gmail.com, we would have the %
wildcard operator before @gmail.com:

SELECT * 

FROM customer

WHERE email like '%@gmail.com';

This is the most common way to use the % operator to search for content. In the following tutorial, we’ll dive
into more complex ways to work with wildcards.

3. The _ Operator

The underscore (_) operator matches a single wildcard character, unlike the % operator that has 0 or more.
This allows us to query data to look for a specific length of data. For example, if we wanted to look for
customers that have the state starting with C and having two characters, we can do the following:

SELECT * 

FROM customer

WHERE state LIKE 'C_';
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Another example is looking customers that live in a country that has three characters and starts with the letter
U. If we used the % operator, it would search for 0 or more characters after U:

SELECT * 

FROM customer

WHERE country LIKE 'U%';

This would return some extra rows of countries, like the United Kingdom:

If we changed the LIKE clause to use the two extra underscores to get 3 characters, it should look like:

SELECT * 

FROM customer

WHERE country LIKE 'U__';
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Video Transcription

[MUSIC PLAYING] Within columns of text, there's not always a situation where you might know the entire

text. You might be looking for a specific pattern, this is where the LIKE clause within the WHERE clause

will be very helpful as you can actually control a little bit more of what's actually being returned. For

example, if we were looking for all the different customers to have the first name. 

Starts with the letter L, we can enter in the letter and then we utilize the percent sign. The percent sign

indicates any number of characters from zero to whatever number that's available. And if we enter that,

will have it returned with five customers that have the letter L starting with the name. 

You can also include multiple character. So for example if we're filling for Lu for the first two characters

it'll only return three that have Lu starting in this case. Know you can also set it such that it's the last

character that's going to be defined with any kind of wild card values beforehand by having said that the

letter S at the very end. If we run that, we'll now see that all these first names have the letter S at the very

end. 

[MUSIC PLAYING] 

  TRY IT

Your turn! Open the SQL tool by clicking on the LAUNCH DATABASE button below. Then enter in one of the

examples above and see how it works. Next, try your own choices for the LIKE clause.

  

The LIKE clause allows us to match text strings using the wildcards % and _ . You can use them in

combination with one another to improve searches for specific content.

Source: Authored by Vincent Tran
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